
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of the cost-of-living crisis on lottery play.
•• Changes in participation habits emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic.
•• Implications of the shifting balance between retail and digital play.
•• Performance of draw games versus instant-wins.
•• Opportunities to incentivise in-person lottery play.
•• Consumer preferences for the good causes lotteries support.

The National Lottery was set up to prioritise good causes in sport, the arts and
heritage. However, the public today is now most keen to see draw proceeds
benefit healthcare, foodbanks and support services for the elderly.

Lottery spending is considered to be linked to the health of the wider economy
and is therefore exposed to the negative effects of the cost-of-living crisis,
which is already impacting levels and patterns of play.

Beyond the income squeeze, the biggest long-term threat the market faces
stems from younger demographics’ relatively low interest in participation, in
draw games especially.

Growth opportunities for the National Lottery should emerge from changes in
the next licence that will enable new operator Allwyn to innovate, while society
lotteries could gain some indirect benefits from forthcoming revisions to
gambling laws.
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“The popularity of big-jackpot
opportunities is the sector’s
best hope of limiting the
impact of the cost-of-living
crisis until the next National
Lottery licence gives its new
operator more scope to
innovate through digital
technology especially.”
- David Walmsley, Senior
Leisure Analyst, January 2023
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Figure 20: UK lottery operators’ total above-the-line, online
display and direct mail advertising expenditure, 2019-21

• TV adspend leads pandemic recovery
Figure 21: UK lottery operators’ total above-the-line, online
display and direct mail advertising expenditure, by media
type, 2019-21

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

• Younger interest passes with pandemic
Figure 22: Lottery games played, 2020-22

• Non-core games threatened by income squeeze
Figure 23: Lottery draw games played, 2020-22

• Escapist mood creates smaller-draw opportunities
Figure 24: Lottery draw games played by 18-34 year olds,
2020-22

• Cost-of-living crisis boosts society lottery retail sales
Figure 25: Retail purchasing of lottery draw tickets, 2021 and
2022

• Online and in-store sales reach new equilibrium
Figure 26: Online purchasing of lottery draw tickets, 2021 and
2022

• IWG play swings further towards smartphones
Figure 27: Methods of playing lottery instant-win games
online, 2021 and 2022

• In-store prizes offer biggest incentive to in-person play
Figure 28: Incentives to buying lottery draw tickets in-person,
2022

• More points of sale can create more points of connection
Figure 29: Interest in buying lottery draw tickets from a wider
range of in-person locations, by age, 2022

• Strong support for propping up public services with lotteries
cash
Figure 30: Most popular good causes for lotteries to support,
2022

• Self-interest guides cause interest
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Figure 31: Most popular good causes for lotteries to support,
by age, 2022
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Figure 32: Forecast of consumer spending on lotteries, 2022/
23-2027/28*
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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